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Majority of Polled Arts Organizations Sensing a Weaker Arts Sector
When asked to assess the current strength of the arts sector, arts leaders surveyed in a poll fielded in April 2023 indicated that there is a general pessimism in the 
strength and health of the industry overall.

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue
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More Organizations Experiencing Budget Decrease than Increase

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue
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Across Major U.S. Cities, Difficulty Filling Halls

Image sources (clockwise, from top left): The Philadelphia Inquirer, Crain’s Chicago Business, The Art Newspaper, The Denver Gazette 

https://www.inquirer.com/entertainment/philadelphia-arts-audience-20230228.html
https://www.chicagobusiness.com/nonprofits-philanthropy/chicago-performing-arts-venues-finances-attendance-lagging
https://www.theartnewspaper.com/2023/03/27/metropolitan-museum-visitors-down-1-7-million-2022
https://denvergazette.com/arts-entertainment/colorado-arts-attendance-may-never-fully-recover-from-pandemic-shutdown/article_909bbacc-b26e-11ed-b1c5-b7f0dd2a476a.html
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Subscriptions Have Not Recovered From Pandemic Disruption

Despite 2023 subscription sales starting off stronger than 2022, there is still a noticeable gap in number of subscriptions sold this year than in 2019 — with 71% of 
organizations reporting their numbers as behind pre-pandemic (which was already in a gradual decline).

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions
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Subscription Renewals Unsteady Between 2022 & 2023 Seasons

In addition to the pandemic-related drop in overall subscription sales, many arts organizations have experienced a worrisome drop in renewals between the two 
most recent seasons. Over half of arts organizations surveyed in April 2023 reported subscription renewal rates under 80%.

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions
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Arts Leaders Therefore Most Concerned About Subscription Revenue

Alongside subscription/membership revenues, arts leaders polled in April 2023 indicated concern for levels of government and corporate funding incoming for the 
following fiscal year. Single tickets and group sales were of less concern.

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue
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Long-Term Concern that Young People Not Maturing into Arts Supporters

Priorities by Age Cohort — 2006 to 2017

Environment Marriage Equality Arts and Culture

The red circles mark the point at which the Millennial generation enters its mid-
30s (whose attitudes over time are measured by the gray line). The change in the 
slope of the line as Millennials—in contrast with other generations—are “bringing 
their attitudes with them” rather than evolving their attitudes as they age.
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Millennial and GenX attitudes are 
responsible for the gap in caring about 
the arts that’s opened up between those 
below 55 and those over 55 years old. 

Source: https://www.colleendilen.com/2017/07/12/arts-culture-remain-less-important-younger-generations-data/

https://www.colleendilen.com/2017/07/12/arts-culture-remain-less-important-younger-generations-data/
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Most Organizations Have Less Than Three Months of Working Capital

SMU DataArts 2019 Arts Working Capital Report. https://culturaldata.org/reports/working-capital/key-takeaways/; 
https://culturaldata.org/media/2345/dataartsbufferingagainstuncertainty_35.pdf
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Most arts organizations lack the cash to last for even a couple of months 
needed to find emergency funding in the case of a disruption, not to 
mention true “rainy day” reserves or set-asides for long-term facilities 
maintenance.

Median

By 2019, working capital levels had declined to very low levels in performing arts organizations. Among cultural organizations, only museums had to comfortably smooth out cash flow 
bumps arising from predictable business cycles. On average, arts and culture organizations had only about a month and a half of working capital on hand, a number that was inflated by 
museums, who on average held about 11 months of working capital on hand. These low working-capital levels put organizations in terrible cash positions heading into the pandemic. Only 
government support and exceptionally generous donors kept many organizations afloat.  If working capital levels decline coming out of the pandemic as they did coming out of the Great 
recession, arts organizations will have major liquidity challenges going forward.

https://culturaldata.org/reports/working-capital/key-takeaways/
https://culturaldata.org/media/2345/dataartsbufferingagainstuncertainty_35.pdf
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While Capital Positions Worse, Risks Are Up

Source: ABA; Adapted from TDC.
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The weakened capital positions of many arts organizations is coming at a time when the operating environment is becoming riskier. The purpose of capital is help organizations manage both 
operating risks (e.g., external shocks, operational challenges) as well as strategic risks (product experimentation, largescale organizational change), it is in shorter supply at a time when it is 
likely to be needed more than ever.
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Compensation Remains Budget Line Item With Biggest Growth
When asked about predicted functional expense increases, a majority of arts leaders indicated compensation as one of the most likely to increase; benefits 
administration, building expenses, and marketing costs were all closely thought to be a second top expense.

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue
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Majority Are Increasing Diversity of Artists and Programming
Arts leaders have a variety of programming options available to consider to increase attendance. The two most popular avenues are an increased diversity of artists 
and types of programming; in research calls, however, the ABA research team has heard an increased appetite for familiar/blockbuster shows and exhibits. 

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions
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Size and Scale of Productions Reduced to Combat Lower Budgets

Nearly half of polled arts leaders were not taking concrete steps to change programming in response to restricted budgets. Among those who were, scaling back 
the size and number of performances were the most common tactics.

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/2023-marketing-and-subscriptions
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New Audiences & Cash Reserves Largest Focuses of Business Model Changes

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-expenses-and-revenue
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Fundraising For Innovative Programs and General Operating Prioritized

With the need to attract new audience and balance ever-increasing budgets (of which a major line item is compensation) arts organizations are turning their 
fundraising focus to cover innovative programs and their core operational needs.

Source: https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-capital-endowments-and-budgets

https://www.advisoryboardarts.com/benchmark-analysis-capital-endowments-and-budgets
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